
Premier Daniel Andrews 
Level1 , 1 Treasury Place, 
Melbourne, Vic 3002 

9 May 2016 

Dear Premier Andrews, 

" ... necessary for community safety ... " 

Firestick Estate Inc. 
4 Felicia Rise, Diamond Creek, 3089 

secretary@firestickestate.com 

Your media release, Open And Transparent: Planned Burning Audits, details an "unacceptable" 
performance in the prescribed burning program to prevent catastrophic bushfires in Victoria. 

Unacceptable performance is the last thing we need, when Victoria's " ... Eltham Gateway is set to 
become an extreme bushfire catastrophe, with thousands of fatalities", as explained in the report 
elthamsdeathtrap.com 

Firestick Estate believes it would be negligent for the Prime Minister to endorse unacceptable 
performance, with a guarantee of untold billions of dollars of other States and Territories money in 
disaster grants to Victoria. 

The future catastrophe in the Eltham Gateway can be minimised by the proper implementation of the 
bipartisan approved 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission recommendations. Number 
56 states " ... prescribed burning strategically ... to maximise risk reduction ... of 5 to 8 per cent .. .is 
necessary for community safety ... ". This recommendation was partially implemented, and 
apparently because of " ... a genera/lack of will ... ", given up in 2015 (see attached). 

Would you please provide Firestick Estate with the locations of prescribed burns over the last decade, 
for the 13,000 hectare overlapping quadrants, formed ten kilometres north and west of the 
Warrandyte and Eltham death trap bridges (yellow highlight). In addition, would you please provide 
annual percentages of public land within the area that was subject to prescribed burning (see media 
release & maps). 

Yours sincerely, 

Belinda Clarkson (Secretary) 
Firestick Estate Inc. 
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Best of 
everything 

The Department of Environment. Land, Water and Planning will implement further 

recommendations to improve their p lanned burning program, following findings of two 
additional independentaudits in the wake of the Lancefield-Cobaw fire in October last 

year. 

DELWP commissioned the audits following the independent investigation into the escape 

of the Lancefield p lanned burn on October 2 which made 22 recommendations on 
improving the department's planned burning program. 

Seorc 

The first of the two audits, which were part of extra commitments DELWP made in addition 
to the recommendations, looked at planned burn approval a nd oversight arrangements 

across the state. 

It recommended DELWP improve its documentation of formal delegation of approvals, 

standardise its burn plan document formats and review its burn approval checklists. 

The report a lso recommended that DELWP review its list of burn controllers and burn 

officers in charge after finding some burns had been approved by a controller or officer 

whose accreditation had expired. 

The second audit examined the implementation of recommendations from previous 

reports into escaped planned burns between 2003 and 2015. 

It found that in some cases reviews of planned burn escapes had not been undertaken and 
that of the 189 recommendations made from the investigations that did take place, 23 had 

not been actioned. 

The auditors r ecommended stronger req1,.1irements to ensure b u rn escapes ore 

investigated and strict processes to ensure these requirer:nents are complied with. 

DELWP has accepted all recommendat ions and committed to implement t hem by 30 
September this year. This includes assessing all outstanding recommendations arising 

from the review of past planned burn escapes to determine if they remain relevant and 
should now be implemented. 

Implementation of the 22 recommendations from the independent investigation into the 
Lancefield-Cobaw fire are on track and continue to be monitored by IGEM. 

Both audit reports can be downloaded ot www.delwp.vic.gov.au/lancefteld 

Quotes attributable to Ministerfor Environment, Climate Change and Water Lisa Neville 

"Planned burning is not without risks but what occurred in Lancefield was unacceptable.'' 

"The Victorian public is entitled to expect the department has the best systems and 
procedures governing its burning program and that it fu lly Implements the findings of any 

investigation into a planned b urn escape." 

Quotes attributable to Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning Secretary 

Adam Fennessy 

"DELWP acknowledges it must address t he issues identified in the.audits and f ully accepts 

all recommendations made by the auditors." 

"The department has seta deadHne of 30 September this year to implement all 

recommendat ions as part of our commitment to ensuring the p lanned burning program 

best serves Victorian communities." 

OBacktotop 

Premier of Victoria 
The Han. Daniel Andrews MP 
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Volurn~ II F' r1l Prepdraloon, Re~ponse and Rec011<ry 

Targets: the expert panel 

Members of the expert panel considered that the past prescribed burning regime of about 100,000 to 
130,000 hectares a year is equivalent to a low level of risk reduction. They thought the strategic distribution 
and implementation of a prescribed burning regime of at least 5 per cent of the available land would reduce risk. 
To increase prescribed burning above 1 0 per cent carries greater risk of adverse ecological outcomes. 127 

Dr Clarke clarified that there is some evidence to support the notion that prescribed burntng at 5 per cent a year 
in the dry eucalypt foothill forests would be unlikely to result in undesirable environmental impacts. The available 
evidence suggests that prescribed burning of that magnitude is justifiable 1f the primary goal is appreciable reduction 
of nsk to life and property on days of severe fire weather. Scientific knowledge is also most advanced in relation to 
the dry eucalypt forests. 128 

Dr Tolhurst and Professor Adams both made the point that a target of 5 per cent across treatable public land was a 
starting point and the benefits would not be evident for 10 years at least. ' 211 Mr Cheney said an 8 per cent target for 
fuel reduction would be more effective. '30 

Professor Bradstock emphasised the importance of what he termed 'the other side of the ledger': there could be 
ecological benefits from 5 per cent prescribed burning and he pointed to the example of protecting water yield.131 

Panel members agreed in their summary that a statewide target is useful because it provides a guide to the overall 
scale of prescribed burning that should be done. The target must, however, take into consideration the fact that 
each hectare burnt is not of equal 'value' and the location of prescribed burns affects the effectiveness of risk 
reduction.•~ Notwithstanding the usefulness of a statewide target, panel members were of the view that conducting 
prescribed burn1ng strategically would involve placing prescribed burns to maxim1se nsk reduction, assessing the 
most appropriate prescribed-burning regime for each region or habitat type, and considering the appropriate level 
of burning in particular regions. '33 

Targets: other views 

The Victorian Association of Forest Industries and the National Association of Forest Industries considers that 
prescribed burning is most effective when applied at a landscape scale to continuous tracts of forest. '34 Ms Lisa 
Marty, Deputy CEO of VAFI, said VAFI 'consider that standing timber in a forest is a commercial asset and should 
be protected' and prescribed burning is a means of protection. '35 VAFI and NAFI both acknowledged that the 
skills and resources of the forestry industry could be better used for more effective forest management in terms of 
bushfire prevention and suppression. They mentioned reducing fire hazards by prescribed burning, by using forestry 
equipment to remove forest fuel close to housing and other developed assets, and by developing cost-effective 
techniques for thinning native forests. '36 

Forest Fire Victoria, a group describing itself as comprising 'like-minded and concerned practitioners and 
scientists', are also strong supporters of a target for prescribed burning in Victoria. '37 The group stated that 
'an annual target of prescribed burning 460,000 hectares of public land is necessary to ensure the long-term 
wellbeing and safety of forest ecosystems and their surrounding rural and urban communities'. '38 The group also 

Land and uel manageme"l 

called tor the government to fund DSE to enable it to increase its workforce and skill levels to enable it to carry 
out higher levels of prescribed burning. '39 

Similarly, the Australian Workers Union supports increased prescribed burning. Mr Cesar Melhem, the State 
Secretary. described it as an important tool for reducing fuel loads and minimising the incidence and intensity 
of bushfires. The union strongly supports an annual 385,000-hectare rolling target.' 40 

DSE has continued with a 130,000-hectare target for prescribed burning, despite the recognition by it and others that 
a substantial increase in such burning is necessary for community protection. DSE has not been held accountable 
for this. The State has failed to respond to numerous recommendations and provide the necessary resourcing for 
increased prescribed burning. This reflects a general lack of w111 to do the level of burning necessary for community 
and environmental protection by reducing the risk of large and intense bushfires. 

The Commission considers that a target of 5 to 8 per cent prescribed burning of public land 1s necessary for 
commun1ty safety and would not pose unacceptable environmental risks, particularly if priority is given to the dry 

eucalypt forests referred to by the expert panel. 
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Department of Environment 
Land, Water & Planning 

Ms Belinda Clarkson 
Secretary 
Firestick Estate Inc. 
pbclarkson@bigpond.com 

Dear Ms Clarkson 

PRESCRIBED BURNS OVER THE LAST DECADE 

8 Nicholson Street 
East Melbourne, Victoria 3002 

PO Box 500 
East Melbourne, Victoria 8002 

www.delwp. vic.gov.au 

Ref: MIN016304 
111111111 U Hlliii!III IIJII ~m 

0 7 JUN 2016 

Thank you for your email to the Hon Daniel Andrews, Premier of Victoria, dated 12 May 2016 about 
fuel reduction on public land. This matter falls within the portfolio of the Hon Lily D'Ambrosio MP, 
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, and the Minister has asked that I respond on 
her behalf. 

Each year the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), together with Parks 
Victoria (PV), plans and delivers a program of fuel management works on public land. DELWP works 
closely with local council, Melbourne Water and the Country Fire Authority (CFA) to plan fuel 
reduction strategies and to ensure works are coordinated and complementary to provide the best 
possible risk reduction outcome. 

The area you have referred to in your email as the Eltham Gateway contains approximately 1,100 
hectares of public land, for which DELWP has fire management responsibility. Over the previous 10 
years to 2016, DELWP, together with PV, has treated over 260 hectares of this land through fuel 
reduction burning operations. This equates to approximately 2.4% of the public land treated through 
planned burning annually. 

In addition to planned burning, DELWP and PV also use a range mechanical fuel treatments to 
manage fuel on' public land. These Non Burn Fuel Treatments (NBFT) are conducted annually in 
Spring and early Summer and include broad acre slashing, strategic fuel break maintenance and 
improvement, mulching operations and bio mass removal. Over the previous 10 year period more 
than 740 hectares of public land has been fuel reduced using NBFT. This equates to approximately 
6.7% of the public land treated by NBFT annually. 

Through a combination of planned burning and NBFT, approximately 9.1% of public land in this area 
has been treated annually by DELWP over the past 10 years. These figures are summarized in the 
table below: 

Total Public Area Burnt NBFT Total Area 

land (Ha) (Ha) (Ha) (Ha) Burnt% NBFT% Total% 

last 10lears 1100 260.7 741.3 1002 23.7 67.39 91.09 

YearlyAvg 1100 26.7 74.13 100.83 2.37 6.73 

Any personal information 1bout you or 1 third ~rty in your correspondence w1ll be protected under the provisions of the PrNDey and Do to Prot«tion 
Act 2014.tt will onJy be used or disclosed to appropriate Mlnlsterill, Statutory Authority, or dep.~rtmentil sUiff In reeard to the purpose for whkh it 
was provided, unless required or authorized by law. Enquiries about access to lnforJ'Ntion about you held by the Department shoYid be directed to t he 
Privacy Coordinator, Oep.~rtment of Environment, U nd. W1ter and Plannint. PO Box 500, East Melbourne, Vktorlil 8002. 
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From 1 July 2016, DELWP will be working with the CFA, other land managers, the community and 
stakeholders to roll out Safer Together, a new approach to reducing risk of bushfire and improving 
the way we deliver planned burning throughout Victoria. Part of this change will be moving from an 
annual hectare burning target to a risk based approach and targeting specific strategic areas for fuel 
treatment. For more information on Safer Together, please visit www.delwp.vic.gov.au/safer
together 

Please find attached a map showing the location of planned burning and NBFT that DELWP and PV 
have conducted over the past 10 years in the area around Eltham and Warrandyte. 

If you would like to discuss this issue further, please call Dan White, District Manager, Metro on (03) 
9210 9314. 

Yours sincerely 

~~· 
Chief Operating Officer 
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Fuel treatment in the Eltham Gateway Area
0 2.5 51.25
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Planned Burns Since 2006
Annually Slashed Fuelbreaks

¯Disclaimer: Parks Victoria does not guarantee that this data is without flaw of any kind and therefore disclaims all liability
which may arise from you relying on this information. 
Data source acknowledgements: State Digital Mapbase. The State of Victoria and  the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning.
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